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Suzi Havens
I am a licensed health and fitness expert specializing In creative 
exercise program to fit each client’s  Individual strengths and needs. 
With energy and determination, I effectively educate and motivate                                                                                                      
Client to get and stay fit.

EXPERIENCE

FITNESS INSTRUCTOR/ TRAINER     |    CREATIVE FITNESS LLC     |      MAY 1997-PRESENT

• Devise workout programs for clients of different ages and requirement
• Assist staff in organizing class workouts and group activities
• Administer fitness assessment to advise feasible fitness goals
• Instruct Private and Semi Private Training Classes on the Total Body Mat

SKILLS

STRENGTH TRAINING
FITNESS CONDITIONING
GROUP FITNESS
CORPORATE PROGRAMS
INDIVIDUAL ASSESSMENT

QUALIFICATIONS

2017
CERTIFIED GROUP FITNESS INSTRUCTOR     
American  Counsel On Exercise

2017
CPR AND FIRST AID CERTIFICATION                               
American Health And Safety Institute

EDUCATION

1985
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MAJOR IN EXERCISE SCIENCE
Salem State University

ACHIEVEMENTS                                                    

FITNESS INNOVATOR                                        
PATENT HOLDER/ TOTAL BODY MAT                                                                                       
MEDIA PERSONALITY/ SPEAKER                                                                                                                       
INTERNATIONAL FITNESS PRESENTER
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Health Screening and Exercise History

NAME ______________________________ age_____________________ Birthday_______________

Address____________________________________________________________________________

City_______________________ State___________________ Zip_____________________________

Phone _____________________E-Mail___________________________________________________

Medical History

Check  all problem which you have had that have been diagnosed and/or Treated by a physician or 

other health professional.

___heart attack______________________________________________________________________

___coronary heart disease______________________________________________________________

___heart murmur_____________________________________________________________________

___stroke___________________________________________________________________________

___hypertension - systolic ___________________ diastolic __________________________________

___diabetes - Type ___________________ do you take insulin ________________________________

___high cholesterol   level______________________________________________________________

___osteoporosis  ____________________________________________________________________

___asthma - is it exercise induced?  _____________________________________________________

___arthritis__________________________________________________________________________

___varicose veins_____________________________________________________________________

back problems_______________________________________________________________________

___knee or hip problem________________________________________________________________

Contraindications/Restrictions__________________________________________________________

Do You smoke? __________If so how much and for how long_________________________________

Do you take medications?______________________________________________________________

Any recent surgery?__________________________________________________________________

Do you exercise? Please list activate_____________________________________________________

Are you on a diet? What kind?__________________________________________________________

Do you take nutrition supplement?______________________________________________________

Are you currently under a doctor care?_______________________________

Do you have your Doctor’s approval to exercise?___________________________

I do release and discharge Suzi Havens of Creative Fitness, L.L.C. from claims or demands which I may have 

now or at any other time in the future resulting from any illness, injury or occurrence as a result of participation 

in said classes. I am aware that before starting any exercise program, I should consult with a physician.

Signature Date
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Desired Fitness Goals

Where do you rate fitness in your life? (High priority) 1 2 3 4 5 (Low Priority)

When did you think about getting back into shape?_________________________________________

When do you feel you were at your best? ?________________________________________________

What do you like to do?_______________________________________________________________

Rate your  knowledge of fitness  (high) 1 2 3 4 5(low)

What diets have you tried?___________________ are you dieting now?________________________

Rate your eating habits (good) 1 2 3 4 5 (poor)

Do you belong to a gym?________ if yes which one?________________________________________

Do you own  home fitness equipment?__________________________ Do you use it?_____________

What benefits are you hoping to achieve?

Strengthen, tone & shape your body___________________________________

Promote Cardiovascular-Respiratory Efficiency__________________________

Improve Flexibility__________________________________________________

Lose Body Fat______________________________________________________

Prevent Muscular & joint Injuries_______________________________________

Increase Lean Muscles_______________________________________________

Improve Your Sport with specific Training Techniques______________________

Manage Stress and Control Risk Factor__________________________________

Boost Your Energy … Discover Renewed Vitality___________________________

Learn how to fit fitness into your present lifestyle _________________________

What is motivating you most to begin this exercise 

program?___________________________________

Would you like phone calls or e mail for additional support?______ best time to call 

?_______________

Please identify and special requests or concerns you may have_______________________________

__________________________________________________
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Exercise Guidelines

AEROBIC

To improve your cardiovascular fitness level, first choose and exercise you enjoy such as walking, 
jogging, cycling, treadmill, and aerobics. These exercises involve the large muscle groups which 
place a demand on your cardiovascular system.

How often?  3-5 days per week for 20 – 60 minutes.  (30 minutes is a good goal)

How to intense? Beginner   40 - 60% of your maximal heart rate
   Intermediate   60 – 70% of your maximal heart rate
   Experienced   70 – 85% of your maximal heart rate

To calculate your maximum subtract your age from 220. 220________=________

Your target heart rate is your maximum ___________x_______%=____________

STRENGTH                                                                                                                                                                                                  

To improve your strength select a type of equipment that you like and that will be convenient for you 
to use. You can combine home exercises with gym exercises to get optimal benefits. Whatever you 
choose just know your body does not know the  difference between a free- weight, a machine or 
bands. The key is to stay consistent.

How Often? 3-5 days per week  for 15-20 minutes. Allow 24 to 48 hours between muscle group. 
For instance if you work your upper body on Monday, don’t work it again until Wednesday. You  
could then work your legs on Tuesday and Thursday.

How Intense? Form is the most important! Choose a weight that allows you to maintain proper 
exercise from. To start be able to do 1 set of 15. Work up to 2-3 sets of 10.

FLEXIBILITY

This is the key to overall fitness. I recommend flexibility first, this means make it a priority. Stretch 
often and correctly. For optimal benefits hold your position for 20 – 30 counts. 

Warm up – To prepare your body for exercise, complete a minimum of 5 minutes of an aerobic 
activity. This brings your body core temperature up and gets your muscles warm and pliable. Now 
you can do some basic stretches and then move on to your strength training exercise.

Cool Down – This is a necessary part of your work out. Once you have contracted the muscles 
during strength training, you’ ll need to stretch them back to their normal resting length and 
hopefully a bit beyond. After a workout is the best time to increase you flexibility. Hold each stretch 
for 20 – 30 counts.
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Exercise 
Program 
Guidelines 

Options:

1. 4 Day split
2. One full and one split
3. 2 fulls
4. 1 full and the rest quickies (5 to 10 min.)

*include 3 – 5 days of aerobic activity 30 – 60 min.
Also 2 days of anerobic activity up to 20 min. or less

Program by Creative Fitness, LLC 480-994-0446

Work each muscle group 2 x per week

MON. TUES. WED. THURS. FRI. SAT. SUN.

1. lower upper x lower upper x x

2. x lower upper x x full x

3. x full x x full x x

4. 5 5 5 full 5 5 x
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Heart Rate & Blood Pressure 

Maximum Heart Rate (220 – age = _______). This number is not to be exceeded during exercise. 
Resting Heart Rate________

Your resting heart rate can be a good indicator of the health of your cardiovascular system and your 
fitness level. Take your pulse for one minute by placing two fingers on your wrist or carotid artery on 
your neck.

Very fit……..………………….. under 60
Fit……………………………… 60- 70
Average……………………… 70-80
Unfit………………..………… 80 and up

The goal of any aerobic routine is to maintain your heart rate between 60% and 85% of its maximum. 
Without keeping track, you may not push yourself enough.

HOW TO MONITOR YOUR HART RATE 

1. Count your pulse in the first 6 – 7 minutes after warm-up at each exercise session
2. Count your pulse for 10 seconds. Your target for 10 seconds should be ________.
3. Keep moving during the pulse count.
4. Return your heart rate to normal by slowing your exercise down for the last 3 – 4 minutes 

Target Heart Rate_________

      Beginner  Moderate  Active   Highly Active
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Aerobic Fitness

Aerobic fitness defines your capacity to sustain long periods of muscular activity like walking, 
running or cycling. Achieving the fit category is beneficial because at this level you can do your daily 
activities with little effort and have energy left over for sport games or emergency situation.

To improve your aerobic fitness, perform activities like the following for 3 – 5 days per week for 15-
45 each day. 

- Brisk walking 
- Jogging
- Cycling
- Push yourself to the point where you are breathing  deeply but your heart rate is still below 143.

2 MINUTES STEP TEST

The goal is to step up at least 75 times. 
____________  Your score
____________  1 min. recovery
____________  2 min. recovery 
*** your Heart Rate should drop 2 – 3 beats per minute.

BLOOD PRESSURE                                                       ___________________________________ 

Blood pressure is normally reported as SYSTOLIC PRESSURE over DIASTOLIC PRESSURE. The 
SYSYOLIC PRESSURE is the higher pressure which occurs when the heart contracts and pushes 
blood into the arteries. DIASTOLIC PRSSURE is the lower pressure which occurs between 
contractions when the heart is at rest. A constant high systolic or diastolic blood pressure increases 
the risk of heart attack or stroke. Blood pressure below  140/90 is in the normal range. A blood 
pressure of 160/100 or higher is too high and indicates an immediate visit to a doctor. Blood pressure 
between normal and high are not cause for alarm, but should be lowered. To lower blood pressure, 
maintain ideal body weight, reduce salt intake and perform regular aerobic exercise.
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Muscular Strength & Endurance

Benefits of maintaining good muscular strength.

        Daily activities performed without fatigue
        Less residual soreness
        Less risk of injury

You should perform strength training  exercises 2 days a week to maintain muscular strength, or 3-4 
days a week to improve strength.

A complete strength-training program includes exercises that:

          Involve lifting
          Pushing
          Pulling
           Leg work

You should select a weight that will cause fatigue in 5-12 lifts (REPS), and repeat each lifting set 2-3 
times (SETS)

STRENGHT  TEST

___________ ARM CURL: How many can you perform in 30 seconds?
___________  SHOULDER PRESS: How many can you perform in 30 seconds?
___________  CHEST PRESS: How many can you perform in 30 seconds?
___________  CHAIR SIT & STAND: Hoe many can you perform in 30 seconds?
___________  ADVANCED WALL SQUAT

a. Under 0:30 Seconds             =room to improve
b. 0:31-1:00 minute                  =fair
c. 1:01-1:30  minute                 =good
d. 1:31-2:00 minute                  =excellent

Notes:
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flexibility

Benefits from good flexibility

         Good posture
         Efficient body movement
        Reduced risk of muscle & joint injury

You should perform stretching exercises 3-5 days per week to improve your flexibility.
Perform exercises that stretch the muscles and ligaments in following areas.

            Shoulders
            Back
            Hips
            Legs

Stretch the target area to a point of slight discomfort and hold for 15-30 seconds.
Repeat each stretch 3-5 times.

1. Sit and reach for lower body. Can you reach the handles on the mat?
      Yes      No
 How many inches between fingers and handles?_______________

2. Supine hamstring stretch. Raise one leg with knee in extension, while applying 
downward   pressure to opposite leg. Does your leg rise to a 90 degree  angle over                                                                                     
your hip without knee bending?      Yes       no

3. Back Scratch for upper body. Can you touch your fingers.?
         Good- Finger can touch
       Fair-finger tips are not touching but are less than 2 inches apart
       Poor-finger tips are more than 2 inches apart

4.  Adductor flexibility test:

 Test A:  Measure the distance between heals in straddle position____________
 Test B:  What is the distance between the outside of  the knee and floor in tailor’s position? 

(over 40 years of age.)
       Under 8”  =too loose
       8-11”         =good
       Over  11” =stiff

Notes:
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Balance

Balance start to decline when we are in our 40’s. It happens so slowly that it is almost imperceptible, 
but with  training and practice, nearly anyone can improve this key component of mobility. Keeping 
strong is one of the  best  ways to aid balance.

TEST: How does your equilibrium stack up against younger people?
1. Stand firmly on two feet.
2. Raise the foot of your weakest leg off the floor.
3. Balance on your strong one, eyes open, arms relaxed at your sides.

RESULTS:

      22 seconds =20 year old
      15 seconds    =30 year old                                                                      
      7.2 seconds   =40 year old                                                                                                                                        
      2.5 seconds  =60 year old

EXERCISES TO IMPROVE BALANCE:

• Balance on one leg and swing the other in progressively larger motions. To advance progress 
to standing on tippy toes and performing the same task.

• Lunge to all number on the clock  for the position representing the center of the clock. Work 
half of the right leg and then the other half with the left leg. Start with small lunge steps and 
progressively enlare  them as strength and flexibility improve.

• From a standing position, close your eyes and sit in a chair, stand up and sit down again. How 
many time can you do this exercise?  __________

• Putting one foot in front of the other, walk a straight line with a book on your head. How many 
steps can you take?  __________ 

• Walk up a small flight of stairs with your eyes closed, then slowly walk down backward with 
your eyes open.

• Stand with your feet locked together and eyes closed. Try to become aware of the body’s 
manount of sway, then open up your stance to a walking position.

• Reaction drill: Catch a ball form various angles while balancing on one foot.
• Keep your center of gravity, usually a point just below the navel, over your base of support. 

Shift your weight over one foot before lifting the other leg. Use the entire bottom of your foot. 
Feel  your body weight spread over your foot’s heel, ball, toes and sides.

Numerous exercises can help improve your balance. For example, up and down, or circular head 
motions can stimulate inner ear canals. Racquet sport, cycling and tai chi are specific activity which 
require and enhance balance.

Balance is a gift of genetics and an athletic skill that can be improve. Of cours, a variety of factors 
can affect balance –including medication, neurological disease, osteoporosis, low blood pressure and 
vision.
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WHAT YOUR SHAPE SAYS ABOUT  HEALTH 
RISKS
Most people add a few pounds every decade of adulthood. Is this unhealthy? It depends. Did 
your excess weight settle around your middle, giving you with a pear shape?

If you have an apple shape, a pot belly or spare tire, you carry fat in and around your abdominal 
organs.

Fat accumulation in this area increases your risk of:

• Diabetes                                                                                                                                            
•  Coronary atery disease                                                                                                                                          
•             Stroke
•  High blood pressure                                                                                                                                         
• Certain types of cancer

In addition, the health risks from overeating, drinking alcohol to excess and not getting 
enough exercise are worse for “apples” than for ”pears.”

If you have a pear shape (large buttocks, hips and thighs), you may have much lower health 
risks than an “apple.”
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To help find out if you are an “apple” or a “pear,” calculate your waist-to-hip ratio:

Standing relaxed, measure your waist at the narrowest point (usually at navel, but this may vary).

Measure your hips at their widest point (over your buttocks).

Divide your waist measurement by your hip measurement. For example, a37 inch waist divided by 44-
inch hips +0.84.

If you are a woman, a number greater than 0.80 indicates higher health risks. If you are a man, your 
health risks increase with a ratio greater  then 1.

_____________________________       Waist Measurement

_____________________________       Hip Measurement

_____________________________       Waist to hip ratio
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Goal Setting

Clothing Size

Measurement

Short Term Goal

Long Term Goal

Dress ___________________

Pants ___________________

Biceps ___________________

Chest ____________________

Waist ____________________

Abdomen ________________

Hips _____________________

Thighs ___________________

Knee ____________________

Ankle ____________________

Weight ___________________

4 Weeks _________________

6 Weeks _________________

12 Weeks ________________

Dress __________________

Pants __________________

Date ___________________

Weight _________________
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A Contract with myself

I,_____________________________________________, am making a commitment to myself to 

change the following behavior

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

I will exercise using the havens portable trainer _______ times per week for _________ min. per day.

I will exercise aerobically ________________ times per week for___________________ min. my 

favorite aerobic activities are___________________________________________________________

I am doing this so that I will ____________________________________________________________

My short term goal is _________________________________________________________________

My long terms goals are _______________________________________________________________

I will reward myself by_________________________________________________________________

_________________________                                               ______________________________          

        (signature) witness                                                                          (signature) participant

 

Short term goal date: _______________ (at this time answer the following)

I have exercised  on an average ______________ times per week for _________ minutes.

I have experienced the following result and benefits;

My clothes fit better ________ new size ________ I have lost ________ total inches

I feel stronger _________________

I sleep better _________________

I am more flexible _____________

I have more energy ____________

I feel better about myself _______

Additional Comments________________________________________________________________


